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3119妘䯖鲋諮醮諦慘鍎㮠誥暺飨醢犦䒮嘪㣵醢艊酽

姫時乷踵鯰彾襫鑫醢遠頯梮裶䄄䯖跏妘謚䯖裶䄄㫍靧倊㠪

㣵艊酽跣鰱醣裶䄄䯖鞲暆梕酁諦頯梮咲墡慘咇倀嗴㓋

鯫鰱艊裶䄄懲羮勢㫍鯰謚唻詇嗴。䖑翽倀駡邁䎋茩艊擔

㳛䯖裶䄄㬜澒甡黌踵悶錨廟咷羠鲲醮駡邁贋醮艊彾祾嫮

尓䯖䎋茩藥塒䉣妘詇嗴鳏艊嗴㓋䎋茩。頯梮咲跣嗴。談

鯫0ィ甡。㚮㛀＝倀䖑翽䎋茩、醮澑讜暚䯖醢遠頯梮裶䄄

慘踵讜㪔頯梮墡慘鍎髦鏅䇗。鲮牐艊裶䄄嗚镾雩僔鄮⺖

攝窩鍎髦忞墮翽䯖慘踵辭贋醮鍎髦鲮懙妛惼嗴㓉㳜艊妕

詬、鮪㫥樭酽蟢婩敡艊。鲮牐艊。謭侳婜輩艊牆㣉嵔酻

躐醣䯖裶䄄雩醭昢飨靕彿咁㓉艊尓姪螻荱靕㦳艊笶尓嶗

忞侐艊粶乵、飨3122妘踵㡽砎䯖詵飨㓅唒勢酽恊飨醢遠

頯梮裶䄄艊窹絔叅鮪踵鍊唒唻㝧艊慘閔倀嗴㓋䯖藥愥駻

賣頯梮咲Qfufs!Wjol㬦㫓瞖諎鄡棷瘍寫裶䄄酁椨醮鄫頺

艊䖑翽攝慘䯖!＃啢暺嶗啢郹￥䯒紹桸嶗粀䇒報䯓鮪︹㡤銊

㛝︺跤飨亝㓕悈鄘醮鲈㳛緋浧愐妛潣嶁酽跣醭詵㓄艊妕

ǹ裶䄄䯖紹㾱鮪︹嫕裶䄄慘踵慘閔︺跤薟粷艊酽跣訕倧

媀艊窹絔妕ǹ裶䄄嶗酽恊惉㝧艊裶䄄抲䃾䯖䋺䒽㭄。椂

 Space

In 2008, Yu Ji and her collaborator Deng Yeming opened 

am Art Space in a villa on Xiangshan Road in Shanghai; two 

years later, it moved to an underground space on Fengxian 

Road. From its initial function as both a gallery and provider 

of artist studios to, after the move, a specific focus on cura-

torial projects, residencies, and public initiatives, am Space 

has gradually matured into a place that is both productive 

and participative. am Space features projects by young 

curators, solo exhibitions, theater, performance, seminars, 

and residency programs; at the same time, it also serves as a 

place of reconnaissance for a new generation of artists and 

their collaborators and colleagues. An open atmosphere of 

dialogue has been consistently maintained by its founders, 

so that it serves as a platform for participants to interact and 

expand their horizons. As part of this open, outward-look-

ing, and positive environment, am Space also maintains 

a healthy practice of self-reflection and examination, hy-

per-aware of the state of its own affairs and environment. 

空间，空间，

空间，空间

Space, Space, 
Space, Space

瞿畅
Qu Chang

鲋諮3122妘艊嗴㓋＃彿箏靕襽襫￥跤薟粷鑫酽跀燒僉樭靕敘䉺婩敡飨棾╙壈駡邁裶䄄嫮尓艊䇦⿷、襫昷鉢蓴隿浧鱖Ⅹ酽昷䉳慘羮踵

捵婠夠羮艊昷蔤䯖酽昷䉳浧愐熱鍈暃䖂㡡陸艊敱楇Ⅹ⺖羮棾〡蔒熱誖雜婩敡艊裶䄄㬬矇䯖酽鬣鬣鰓鰩鲋暃梣鱖鄩諦彾艊嫮備暃咲錨

艊姌姫醢䯖媗斞菑酽蟢賛趍。㠱裯艊䇗鉢㚶宎醮誖梷。閒媥艊銊巃、㫥鬣謖踵︹駡邁裶䄄︺艊慘閔荱備鲋諮攝慘跤艊酽跣婬貙䯤呅慇謭

酽跣錨鉢證諍暚瀇跤錨桹䄠㳘嶯躏艊酽貙慴夃蟔哣嗚镾艊駡邁裶䄄䯖鮪醭䈑㔃暺謾嶯蹕艊頌抲醣䯖墱磢梒謭菑酽貙醮䇗鉢踽躏徏駡邁

屟荁饅艊蛼＝蔠裮、磢鍖媆羮罁啯竑〃梪䇖暺艊︹榙楁覎妘︺䯖鲋諮㓦㳘㫥鯫唻證諍鄫頺艊螻璕忞啿㛛㠺㫝艊曧酽蟢桖囑僔艊㚶宎䯖曧

饅鎽菑＃裶䄄。蒃䄄嶗䉯㫪醁屟￥艊酽忲螻宎Ⅹ荁婬鲋鄡屟艊。靕™媀艊囅鲇屟螻宎、澑暚䯖梪䇖暺㬛㫓藣穻媀艊㚶宎蹕絹螻璕暚魍

艊證諍嶯蹕鮪︹駡邁裶䄄︺艊䇦⿷跤備豸曧㬌嗋漛瀕艊䯖給羮骼艊螻宎㭇㪝䯖鲋諮㛛蹕捵婠艊曧㚶宎賽穻忞镾侽嗴婩妛㳛咁艊。慘踵䇦

⿷艊裶䄄、慘踵鲋諮暆梕艊慘閔躐酽䯖餄曧飨︹駡邁裶䄄︺踵㫪扟砎䯖啔呅忞僨斞熱艊＃鳏￥䯒藥愥㦳鉢。巃蓜。螻宎＆＆䯓。＃裶䄄￥䯒藥

愥䇦⿷裶䄄。嗴㓋裶䄄。嶯㛌裶䄄＆＆䯓倀＃旝叄￥䯒喒謾曧旝叄艊廟荎嶯躏䯓艊鲒荁慘羮㓉踵鲋諮頯梮呺㣻艊僨撾砎䯖徏㚾镾侽㫪扟㡽

偝慘踵䇦⿷頯梮咲䯒羠鲲裶䄄䯓嶗箏襫頯梮裶䄄㫜鬫鍎䯒裶䄄羠鲲䯓艊侸㳛墡慘䯖妛啔呅髦㠵㬦踵酽跣酁諦菑廟㓅醮侳扜艊攝慘斾鉢、

In Yu Ji’s 2011 solo exhibition “I Stand Alone,” at C-Space, in Beijing, she presented a series of sculptures that drew 

on the formal qualities of urban public space in reform-era China. Constructed with small plaster blocks—a com-

mon material made to imitate ancient mosaics—stacked and layered into simple and open spatial models, the 

sculptures were mounted on plinths constructed from bits of wood to look like old home furniture. The sculptures 

both alluded to a crude sense of collective memory, and exuded a plain, fragile aesthetic sensibility. This series, 

“Public Space,” marks a sharp distinction in Yu’s practice: it refers to a type of public space that possesses a private 

function during a concrete historical period. By repeatedly and clearly stating its intention, the piece orients itself 

toward a kind of sociological study of the relation between collectivism and the nature of communality. Quoting 

Walter Benjamin’s Berlin Childhood around 1900, Yu describes this retracing of historical details as an attempt to ac-

cess a pure, primal area of memory in its “spatial, momentary, discontinuous” form, as opposed to its linear, autobi-

ographical, narrative-based aspects.

In the sculptures of “Public Space,” however, this Benjaminian application of fragmentary memory to historical 

intent takes second place; borrowing this logic, Yu Ji instead attempts to construct a sculptural space in which spe-

cific shades of memory can be presented and examined. If “Public Space” is taken as a point of juncture, then the 

conscious and mutual dispersion of “person” (including body, perception, memory), “space” (including sculptural 

space, exhibition space, sensory space), and “text” (especially its introspective qualities) is revealed as the main 

force driving her practice. This reflects her dual role as an artist working in sculpture (producing in space) and the 

coordinator of an independent art space (giving space to production), connecting introspective observation and 

outward exploration in a unified whole.
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踕嶗紹㪧俰飨＃鰱醣鯫忞￥艊㛳烰倀蛼＝嶯猔踵鑨杛忞

捵婠艊︹哣咇︺、讜暚䯖詆酽恊裶䄄廟艊嗴㓋賒踟鎽㡽＃

╙壈裶䄄￥艊鄡踆䯖㬦㫓鳏醮梽櫑艊牐誤飨倀唻╙壈粶

乵艊扜䅺䯖戹燒熱酽跀燒赮棇菑蛼＝㓅唒嶗╙壈犗駣鍎

嵔尒艊珪桒覈頺䯒籌偧3122妘艊＃鲮㬦粶牐￥嶗＃鄨雳㬃

俢￥〃。3126妘艊＃晈㬠嶩寚￥䯓、酽跀燒饅豸箏襫頯梮裶

䄄粷笶倀嗚镾㚮㛀艊梽＝雩鏅䇗菑酽恊呺㣻鍎髦䯖鮪裶

䄄跤醭呯梕僨羠䯒3125妘艊＃箏襫頯梮裶䄄鮪鰱呺㣻觠

㚶￥䯖3127妘艊＃謚煛䫀￥䯓、

3126妘婩僔䯖醢遠頯梮裶䄄僨㡽＃晹褢艊䏣杛￥跀

燒䯖酽昷䉳螻姉鰱醣咇裶䄄艊啌䃽竑嬕䯖詆酽昷䉳抰㫼

菑呺䖢䌄貊0佪䌄呺㣻醮裶䄄0鯫杛餄張餄蟇艊饅跀䯖㬦

㫓醮呺䖢䌄貊鳏艊醭呯梕諦慘䯖㛛扜佪䌄偧駁鮪裶䄄跤

㳘敡ィ甡艊媑撾。㦳鉢艊彽談屟嶗巃呭艊婜輩、㣹闛熱

唻裶䄄艊雜謭㓅唒䯖妛鞲╙壈裶䄄艊趿楁敒斎靧攝慘鍎

㦳侐艊裶䄄䯖酽跀燒䎋茩懲鳏醮裶䄄醮剓鞯艊荁鲒饅跀

椨彾鑫酽跀燒談鯫媀艊䎋茩䯖絹曧鲋諮醮䎯圡鮪︹鲑獿

侐︺跤薟粷艊瞗啳醮佪䌄艊犛誤談鯫。︹醿髕︺紹桸跤㛛

蹕䀍扟鳏.窹.裶䄄艊邁憈㫧鍖狆媡巃蓜暚墬艊＃椥砎裶

䄄￥䯖誥幋咁㓉㦳鉢梽镾僨佪艊䌄貊䎋茩︹堝䯒醭䯓㓄︺䯖

㰊鮪棾螻䀨謭鰱牣㛛菑棞旿慘踵㦳鉢。㦳鉢慘踵裶䄄。

裶䄄慘踵談鯫。談鯫慘踵嶯㛌鯫訵訵艊詵镾、

裶䄄

饅鲋㦳鉢謭窹。謭嶯㛌艊婜輩䯖靕磢詵飨鮪鲋諮艊跣

鳏攝慘跤啀勢脇㬅䯖鞲偝俋叧暚靕僨鄩鄬艊椡斞頯梮咲

筧鉢＃忲巃￥婩僔䯖㦳鉢醮窹鬣艊鲒荁怇虤。珕姪鲮懙飨

靪赗蜶邁@喥彾踵鲋諮侐絔棞旿艊忲瀇、㫥鲢慘閔跤䯖窹

鬣鄫隝艊嫮黌醮尓黌㰊醭晹㪇榠鰱枩蛵菑酽蟢畑䂏㫧蠿

跤艊鲒荁慘羮醮玸㬛、＃俠誤￥曧鲋諮攝慘㛊㛀跤艊夠㓄

㛓䯖麹磢墡鷹赗蜶薶踵攝慘鍎忞㚪詵妛給羮艊忲墡嫮媀䯖

磢鍖㫥跣飨鳏踵踽鉢。慇狇雜謭鳏.窹饅跀艊誤謖㛓備豸

妛醭镾豈薶鰱㛺暺鲋諮鮪䇦⿷攝慘跤嬔㫠玪㫧艊。闛蟇

踽咃鉢饅跀䯖妛掓夃籶叧嶎㝧艊鳏.窹饅跀、偝鮪311:妘

艊慘閔︹醮鳏鉢桹饅︺跤䯖啔㢋㫓㦳鉢営唺艊俋絔蓴鱖怇

虤彾懲羮㫓艊䒮艆嫮笶䯖慘閔賂瓁醭㓇賒艊嫮尓枩蛵菑

䇦⿷醮謾攝慘鍎。鐴艆醮煑犣鍎艊暚䄄饅跀䯖妛㬦㫓窹

䆡郿™㬞菑骼0呅髦荁鲒艊誤慘。芕鐱艊㓩巃嶗獃犣䄄

艊瑍炚、慘閔︹醠灀屪︺跤䯖鲋諮鮪斶跣蓴鱖醢歓駱徏

釢酄醢靕墰⺖榟彾馾醠頥艊俧僨䯖曧踵䉣飦Ⅹ鳏醮窹

瞝牆鲒懙艊饅跀鮪㫥㳚桹飨酽蟢桖鎢䙬妢艊昷媀⺖㛛扜

菑、讜樭艊窹.彿菋賂鮪謾謚艊︹蓴鐉︺跤鲱詵褹㓄䯤酽鱖

From 2011 to the present, the active life of am Space 

can be observed through its projects and exhibitions. Dur-

ing his residency, Dutch artist Peter Vink installed neon strip 

lighting throughout the exhibition space, tracing its structural 

outline and architectural details; in “Anthem,” artists Xiao 

Ming and Xiao Hong (Liu Ye and Wang Yanling used origami 

and sound to simulate and sonify an invisible parallel space. 

In “As a Space, as a Piece,” Liu Gang presented a layered 

analogue of the gallery and a set of abstract spatial prop-

ositions. Han Xinyi, Yang Zi, and Liu Xinyi used the semantic 

and social connotations of underground space as a point 

of departure to construct “Secret Chamber.” Meanwhile, a 

simultaneous yet separate series of exhibitions at am Space 

are connected by a focus on urban space. Human and 

mechanical flows, exploration of the urban environment, 

and a mixture of social observation and the feelings of ur-

ban wanderers make up this freer, discursive chapter of the 

gallery (for example, “Circulations” and “Practice to Get 

Lost” in 2011, and “Happy Journey” in 2015). An irregular and 

ongoing series of discussions focused on the conditions and 

capabilities of independent art spaces gathers yet another 

set of practitioners (“The On-Site Practice of Independent 

Art Spaces” in 2014 and “Post-Salon” in 2016).

Launched in 2015, the “Windowless Scenery” series at 

am Space responds both to the characteristics of its sealed, 

subterranean environment, and embarks on an exploration 

of the uncertain relationship between experimental music or 

sound practice and space or scenery. Through sporadic col-

laborative projects with experimental musicians, the series 

explores the ways in which sound in space liberates perform-

ative tension, the theatricality of the body, and the height-

ening of sensuality. Breaking free from the singular viewpoint 

of the space bringing it together with the surrounding urban 

jungle, this project turns the relationship between people, 

spaces, and media into a series of theatrical events. In 

“Deep in the Cloud,” Yu Ji and Yan Jun created a floating 

theatrical atmosphere through a dialogue between sound 

and dust. In Liu Ye’s “The Gentle Slope.” she attempted to 

push cognition to its limits and eliminate the time lag of sen-

sory perception by converging human, material, and space; 

in “Unheard,” Ye Hui explored the musical potential of sound 

created by the body and its functions. These projects all 

strove to experiment and explore questions: What if material 
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were the body? Or if the body were space? Or if space were 

a theater? Or if theater were a sensory space?

 Space

In Yu Ji’s practice, the extension of the body towards 

matter and sensuality can be traced back to nature; ever 

since she founded the loose independent art collective 

Feel, during college, here principal methods in the han-

dling of material have been the friction between body and 

matter and the exchange of energies in search of spiritual 

communion. In these works, the exquisite deformation and 

metamorphosis of objects allude to the long, slow, and 

extremely subtle process of mutual application and absorp-

tion. “Labor” is a word that appears frequently in commen-

tary on Yu’s practice; although the spirit of art and craft ap-

pears, the idea of the subject creating a direct connection 

between body and material seems unsuited to Yu’s work, 

鱖笶尓椡媌艊鐯鉢㯵鱖⺖椡媌鰱⿷嫮牚睟踵烐燊䇦⿷䯖

崳鲋亝䉳䯖妛煫桹酘唻艊㦳鉢嶗酘唻艊烐燊䯖鳏醮窹艊㫅

翨酭醁鲒鎽妛浧赹菑、

蓴俧慘踵鲋諮㛛扜鳏醮窹鉢醮裶䄄饅跀艊酽跣饅䀽

剓鞯䯖鮪3121妘謚點暚夠熱粷鮪偝艊攝慘醮裶䄄䎋茩跤、

鮪醮㡻墔艊酽漛㜎㛣跤䯖偝㜎倀蓴俧忞恔㪉艊嵔酻䯖＃呅

曧靕磢醐窹䆠菑暚䄄狆㬩醮黌妢㭤翽醣艊煆㳛澰鲩巃䯖偡

絹酽鐭墤俋艊煢撾惉㡶鑫瞝䙙䯖誆翽醣磍瞮艊佮￥、㫥跣

瓕㪉㚶宎。嵔酻艊鰱㠮鲲窹酽昷䉳墱曧酽鬣䆗㳛翈呺艊

䇦⿷䯒︹赗靪艊䉪窹2誑︺跤䯖偝竊鄽㣑狇啀嬱酽鱖梥⺖

鳏墡牆誤忞敘黌艊俍磢俋蓴䯖㬦㫓畑䂏艊墡慘䯖啔謾壽

彾酽夿穼翍䯖酽偧㚶嫚酽鬣妵㳛艊䇦⿷䯓䯖詆酽䉳䯖慘踵

酽跣箏襫艊裶䄄呺鉢䯖呅醮鳏倀嗴㓋裶䄄艊饅跀墱磢椨

彾鑫談鯫、澐偧Dibsmft!Nfsfxfuifs鮪旝覈跤椥踵勢瀕

艊抰㫼䯤＃䯒鮪鲋諮艊慘閔跤䯖䯓彽談醮䇦⿷躐䄄艊饅跀嫮

彾鑫鲒嵷艊羠噯撾㳝＆＆慘閔艊麽過妛醭醮麇駁魍ィ屟

荁饅䯖鍖曧鮪鲋謾跤鲒誤艊詵镾屟、￥

裶䄄

3124妘䯖鲋諮醮馾詬紬鮪昦鎢髕嫕魍頯梮梽椨諦慘鑫嗴㓋＃魖鰱￥䯖妛酭鍖啔馾詬紬艊談茩

︹醭呏艊蓴俧︺薟粷鲋醢遠頯梮裶䄄䯖鮪馾詬紬攝婠鍎㡻墔㛳乵跤慇狇菑蛼＝艊紙壽。姌嗃艊醭

呏。晹梐艊柟忛艊蓴俧䯖醮鲋諮唻蓴俧桖鎢廟誼。炚䌆媀艊㓦㜁鲒荁蘕搾醮镵諦䯖椨彾酽跣擄苢

菑饅跀媑撾艊鯫╪、醮馾詬紬艊諦慘慘踵鲋諮扜踆裶䄄跤䇦⿷醮鳏艊ǹ誤饅跀艊婩覜躐酽䯖懲

鲋諮嶗醢遠頯梮裶䄄艊呺㣻㰊㬜玪婩僔梒謭㓅唒玈諦菑㦳鉢。灀僨。佪䌄。誤慘艊鳏䯖㬛㫓醮啳

≧。蓴俧。婠棞。賂嬁訵訵窹鬣艊㩸誼醮煥㬦䯖鮪裶䄄艊㣣蟇。螻佪。伄縴躐䄄醭昢艊鲮䀨儂啑、

鲋諮3127妘鮪醢遠頯梮裶䄄薟粷艊＃䧸嘪￥點啔偝鮪嗴㓋＃㳕薳暀㚶￥跤艊䇦⿷醮嫚絹慘踵椨彾

裶䄄趿楁艊＃歓⺖￥䯖鍖偝醮棜贜旝。Ovov!Lpoh跏瀕ィ甡鍎唻鯫╪艊鞯駱䯖賒㬛㫓諤靕艊屒鍊

㣵鄡唻裶䄄㫧ǹ嶯㛌嗃䉳艊惼婜、鮪偝嗴鲋3127妘醢犦儕妘嗴艊鯫侳慘閔︹醠灀屪︺跤䯖酽跣

䇦⿷醮裶䄄荁鲒慘羮艊＃趿楁￥畝漛⺖婩硃鲋QTB艊㩱姈裶䄄跤䯖酽恊酁諦偝暆頌攝慘艊䇦⿷。

烐楇䯖飨倀╙壈囈㫅敒䇗棾艊墡趵姠婮窹鮪椡斞。桹梽艊笶尓醣⺖戹壉踵酽跣擄苢菑疦鼯艊羠

噯撾㳝艊謚鳏貙鯫杛Ⅹ談鯫屟鮪㦳鉢醭薶賽勢鯫艊嵔騙醣墱鄽嫮彾、
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which has gradually abandoned the conventional subject-object relationship, while retaining the metaphysi-

cal connection between body and matter.

In a 2009 work titled Something to do with the Body, Yu Ji worked with a large block of marble, carving a 

bench in the shape of a used bar of soap, its glossy and irregular form alluding to the temporal relationship 

between the sculpture and its creator, between soap and its function, the faint transferral of which results in 

their interaction, the tactile sensation of skin and the humidity of the bathroom. In another piece, titled Green-

Haired Monster, Yu embedded and bound a collection of stones with her own recently dyed bright green hair, 

resulting in a moss-like appearance. The potential of flexibility and exchange between body and matter are 

here explored through a more magical, illusory aesthetic technique. The same trope appears in the subse-

quent piece Flesh in Stone, a collection of limp forms resembling limbs, sloppily moulded with cement and 

displayed on walls, appearing neither quite like body parts or cement, again pushing and blurring the bound-

aries between body and matter.

Stone plays a crucial role in Yu’s exploration of the connections between the body, matter, and space. In 

discussion with Zhao Chuan, Yu speaks of stone as a kind of emotional vessel: “It is nature’s symbol of death, 

following the gradual vanishing and change of time. It looks as if a great energy has drawn out its spirit, leav-

ing only an anxious and sullen shell.” This geological product, holding all of nature’s memory and emotion, is, 

in a sense, already a solemn sculpture. In Refined Still Life #1, Yu embarked on a determined search for a large 

natural rock as yet unspoilt by human activity. She then began the slow process of creating a large print of it, 

as if transcribing a gigantic, solemn sculpture. Seen another way, as the physical matter out of which her in-

dependent art space is constituted, the connection between stone and the human world: the artists and their 

exhibitions can already be said to be theatrical. As Charles Merewether succinctly put it, in Yu’s work theater 

and sculpture nourish each other, creating a kind of reciprocal vitality. … The quality of the work is not found in 

its representative qualities, but in the interactive possibilities held within.

Space

In 2013, Yu Ji collaborated with the theater company Grass Stage at the Institute of Contemporary Arts 

Singapore in an exhibition titled “Settling.” An extension of a previous theatrical production, Unsettling Stones, 

previously shown at am Space, the exhibition was contextualized by founder Zhao Chuan’s interpretation of 

“stone”: social inhibition, low-level disturbance, and hopeless violence, all colliding and melding with Yu’s 

more internalized, poetic conception, producing a field of interactive tension. This collaboration with Grass 

Stage was an early precursor to Yu’s exploration of the relationship between sculpture and bodily action in 

space, and was the catalyst for a gradual observational shift towards the conscious mashing of body, hair, 

sound, and action, the dialogue between materials such as dust, stone, building materials, and light amid the 

physical properties of space: distance, echo, parameters and barriers, producing a state of constant disso-

nance and reflection. “Black Mountain,” presented at Beijing Commune in 2016, took the sculptures and video 

works from another exhibition, “Diary of Sulfur Mining,” and reconstituted them as vegetation within the forest 

of the gallery space, in which Yu then performed an intervention in collaboration with performers Li Bowen and 

Nunu Kong; these diverse strands of thought activated the space to create an extended plane of conscious-

ness. In her contribution to the 11th Shanghai Biennale, titled Green-Haired Monster, a forest of sculpture and 

space acting on one another was once again reclaimed, this time within the Power Station of Art’s parking 

garage. A selection of early sculptures, fruit, and abandoned industrial materials collected from the surround-

ing urban area, was loosely laid out in an organic state, a posthuman scenario full of concealed energy—the-

atricality produced through an artificial set of conditions in which the presence of the body becomes unsure, 

unstable.

裶䄄

鮪㫥跣嶯躏醣䯖鲋諮艊攝慘桖絹曧酽蟢梠铦艊㛝潣釀慘Ⅹ醭㚸烢唻瀯跣㛓鄩。叄訶。瀇

魖艊扡壽䯖鳢鳢鮪鞐㬎。靕磢艊㬕愞醣桹頺惤鰱戹壉䌆嬣䯖㜉斾旝叄。嶯躏。頺倗艊㣣蟇、佪䌄

䌆嬣。㓉㓌艊玜穨醮旝叄巃糴讜㳛䯖妛鮪骼髦艊邁讜慘羮跤醭醣俒俋撾炚鰱嫮彾慘閔艊嗃漛䯖

嶗詵醢醣珪蟇艊鐍絔Ⅹ曧踵酽蟢誖雜。囑僔艊羠噯撾、鞲偝鮪暆梕攝慘跤唻旝叧艊媆羮䯒梪

䇖暺。跤蹺詁魍旝叧䯓勢㫥鲢旝叄㬜玪䆡嫮䯖廟誼鰱㫧駱偝艊攝慘鐍絔䯖椨彾酽蟢謭廟婜輩艊裶

䄄扜踆、鍖㫥蟢廟荎艊。旝叧艊炚㠮雩僔鄮㠵褀菑醢遠頯梮裶䄄艊呺㣻䯒澑侐醭畝燒蹁䯖頌旝鞯

鄻艊裶䄄嗴㓋倀慘閔鰍薟粷㫥酽韓謭䯓、鮪3128妘艊＃梋㜁＝￥跤䯖酽恊䉣妘釀慘鍎嶗飨ィ甡踵

剓鞯艊頯梮咲⺖㮍㛽飨酽唻酽艊昷媀䯖鮪梋㜁醮ィ甡跤嫮彾荁鲒艊饅跀、麹磢粷鯫ィ甡醮礣袚

梋㜁䄄艊黌誤屟妛醭妕ゎⅩ桖侸曧ィ甡鍎雜謭螻姉菑梋㜁鍎艊佪䌄嶗廟咷Ⅹ貶啔旝叄廟

誼鲋㦳鉢䯖㬬喥裶䄄扜踆艊啿㛛鞣暃桹偧䄕㜁旝叄梪㦳䯖魑鳏巃㓌煆䉪妛玜杝、

鮪饅鲋鲋諮艊㛊㛀囅㫼㳚䯖醭䇏荱勢酽跣暚夠犛粷艊崑㛀䯤酽昷䉳䯖偝鄫隝艊。㫠繌嫓莏

艊。饅燍鳏.窹廟鮪饅跀倀棞旿㠮巃艊攝慘㣹闛熱鑫嫕魍頯梮㓅寳屟艊䯒飨靪暚鍖悅梽艊䯓。蛼

＝屟艊躉桹呺㣻橅楯䯖慘踵酽跣桖鎢廟誼。鄌贙艊婬貙箏襫鲋嶊媀䯥詆酽昷䉳䯖鮪偝慘閔跤醭

詵㓄艊逫侟忲墡醮䆠躐牐獆艊暚䄄剴慘踵酽蟢㓅寳麽過⺖茻扟燍駱唻偝艊㚮㛀嫕跤䯖彾踵絔

㓦鲋諮攝慘暚醭詵螻㮌艊＃嶯躏￥、徏㚾澐曧㫥蟢慴夃蓎荋剴鲒荁抲蛵艊㓅寳醮窹䯖飨靧嶯㛌

醮裶䄄。䄕㜁醮ィ甡。攝慘醮㫜鬫䯖鮪螻姉菑偝攝慘跤諤跣㓕頥艊彽談饅跀嶗偝呺㣻艊鰓嗃䯖

飨倀鰓嗃跤㫥㚾侸醭昢婜嗴艊裶䄄、
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对话于吉：野草

A Conversation with
Yu Ji: Wild Grass

MFBQ䯤彿蓜㭠倉粷鮪澐鮪豈侕鮪愛斣翍娡㡡㫶IR艊銲嗴＃跤蹺3296￥、㫥螻夃㫓詛

艊曧瀟鲢慘閔䯩

鲋諮䯤桹醑鬣慘閔䯖酽鬣曧詛妘醢犦儕妘嗴醢嗴熱艊︹醠灀屪︺跀燒謾跤艊雜鬣︹駡邁

裶䄄8誑︺䯥酽鬣曧醑跣棾靕醢犦艊惖㫍姠亴㳚艊鈅䯖㳚䉳茊鑫愛斣駈㳜㳚棇馾汱艊

烡䯥㫤桹酽鬣慘閔曧醢犦婠詀㳚惖䅵艊m鄚㾱䯖鞲愛斣翍娡裶䄄艊䎈㯵睏醣䯖鎢醢鐴

艆嶗⺄䯖曧鮪嗴㓋粷鯫壽慘艊酽鬣䇦⿷、

MFBQ䯤镾㚸酽醣㫥鲢鞲╙壈姠亴㳚慡扅熱艊棞旿艊玣瑧讖䯩m鄚㾱梪棾艊嗚羮曧鳘

躅䯩㮰鲢鈅厸攖䯩曧醢犦咲姲瀷㪏夠㓄艊窹鬣讖䯩

鲋諮䯤m鄚㾱喥曧婠詀亝鉢㳚艊樰▕、鈅厸嬟夠㓄䯖羮棾礆跤駳嶗矑俋鐉、

MFBQ䯤忞飨羮鈅厸茊敡㳜馾烡曧㫥樭酽蟢唻禓壽跤馾駳艊囁姉、彿蓜㭠歓窹鮪倉艊

攝慘跤熱粷嬟侸、曧鮪桭㫝忴婩僔飨猐鉢艊嫮尓熱粷艊讖䯩敒䇗㳜馾曧尫躅婩僔艊䯩

鲋諮䯤詛妘鮪醢儕艊＃醠灀屪￥㳚羮鑫䉣飦烡䯖貶曧䉣飦嬟䇏汱熱烡棾、㫥漛㛛鑫㳜馾、

彿嬟輟漜歓窹䯖嬟侸暚鎬唻鲋墡慘艊嶎㝧棾靕諤蟢俴棇艊㚶宎、瀷偧彿㫥竊俍僨粷靕

墰艊嶎熴偡絹瑧鲋躐頌詛詬譯、彿竑時輟漜骼髦艊䉣馾馣、骼髦囈梩艊䉣馾壈鯫㳚酽

俋憯酽俋憯艊歓窹酓彿翽醣鑫獿贖棧㝧、跤蹺曧跤馾駳蹺咲、彿㓌嬱俍屟㳚嶗歓窹嬟

鳅㫝、㫥㳚桹酽蟢惡㡜、

LEAP: I know you’re now preparing for the group exhibition "Zhongguo 2185" at London’s 

Sadie Coles HQ. Which works will you be showing there?

Yu Ji: I have three works in the show. One is a piece titled “Public Space No. 7,” which is a 

part of the installation Green Hair Monster,  shown at last year’s Shanghai Biennale; another 

piece consists of three jars that I found in demolition sites in Shanghai, which contain juice 

pressed from various weeds collected from still-wild areas in London; the third is a sculp-

ture that will be constructed onsite in London, featuring a rebar taken from the ruins of a 

Shanghai building treated with soap and wax, and hung from the ceiling of the gallery.

LEAP: Can you speak about the origins of these materials that have been excavated from 

urban ruins? What was the original function of the rebar and the jars? Are the jars common 

to find in a Shanghai household? 

Yu Ji: The rebar is the kind that’s frequently used inside the walls of buildings. The jars are a very 

common type in Shanghai, used for brewing traditional Chinese medicine or stewing meat. 

Space

With this in mind, Yu Ji’s work becomes a form of misty poetry—rather than striving for control of individual 

phrases, words, or paragraphs, snug, organic selections are presented poetically, with the distance of meter, 

rhyme, manipulation of text and meaning. The natural rhythms of sound, fresh visual elements, and the sen-

sation of text are equally weighted. Their coexistence and shared functions form the substantial layers of the 

artwork, organic textures floating with a simple, primal energy. In relation to her earlier works, which draw on 

literature (from Walter Benjamin to classical Chinese literature), the gradual disappearance or internalization 

of text into her current practice constitutes a spatial exploration gradually turning inwards. This introspective, 

literary temperament has also begun to influence the direction of am Space. In a 2017 event titled “Reading 

Aloud,” young writers and artists working in the medium of performance were invited to pair up, creating a dia-

logue between recital and performance. Staged performance and literary recital do not share the same level 

of fluidity (it was more often than not the performers who responded to the sound and content of the readers), 

but, as text is internalized by the body and incites the exploration of space, it achieves the same calm and 

clear effect of reading text.

In commentary and criticism on Yu Ji’s work, there is a paradox always floating on the surface: in one 

sense, her sensitive and primordial explorations of perception, materiality, and the inner relations between 

body and matter cast off the essentially conceptual and social (and occasionally speculative) framework of 

contemporary art thought, replacing it with a pure, internalized set of concerns apart from style and custom. In 

another sense, the technical complexity hidden with her work—its flowing, temporal quality—acts as a set of 

conceptual values directly absorbed into Yu’s discussion of her work, which in turn produces an unavoidable 

sense of meaning. Perhaps, in her work, it’s precisely the way that concept and material, consciousness and 

space, reading and performance, production and operation, illuminate each other: carrying contradictions, 

responding to the various theatrical roles and many spaces at play, constantly expanding and extending with-

in these layers.  (Translated by Dominik Salter Dvorak)
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